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Discovering the leader in you a guide to realizing your personal 
leadership potential. / Lee, Robert J., 1939- / 1st ed. / San Francisco, 
Calif / 2001, Page 31: 

Chapter Three— 
Ground Your Leadership Vision in Personal Vision 

This chapter explains how effective leadership depends first on 
one's personal vision and then one's leadership vision. By personal vision 
we mean the over-arching ideal picture that you see for your life, 
including family, work, community life, and any other areas that you feel 
are important. By leadership vision we mean the aspect or subset of your 
personal vision that includes how you want to be as a leader and how 
your leadership will help your organization fulfill its organizational vision. 
In considering how you want to be as a leader, you may find that your 
leadership vision carries you beyond your current job or organization. 
Think of your leadership vision as the various roles that you might want 
to play as a leader, accomplishments that you'd like to achieve through 
leadership, and how you see your leadership work making the personal 
vision happen. 
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To serve as a useful guide, your personal vision should do three 

things:  

1. It should incorporate your dreams and passions; the things that
excite you. 

2. It should be authentic and true to your realities, anchored in who
you really are. It doesn't have to meet anyone else's standards. 

3. It should continue to evolve. Personal vision is not static, like a
photograph, but rather like frames from a videotape that change slightly 
from day to day. It reflects where you are in your own evolution and 
where you think you are heading.  

A little later in this chapter, we'll ask you to explore your personal 
vision systematically. But take a moment here to reflect a bit about your 
personal vision.   

What are you passionate about?  
What are your dreams?   
Where do you want to be in five years? Ten years?  
If you live your life to its fullest, what will you have accomplished? 
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What impact do you want to make? 

Personal Vision and Leadership Vision 

Your ability to articulate a personal vision can increase your ability 
to articulate a leadership vision—a picture of yourself as a leader. Your 
leadership vision must fit with your personal vision; it emerges from it 
and helps make your personal vision happen. Your leadership vision 
includes what you are trying to accomplish as a leader in your trade, 
specialty, or vocation, as well as what you might be trying to accomplish 
outside work. 

Ordinarily, we choose a vocation—to become a doctor, carpenter, 
or teacher—without considering leadership as a component of that 
vocation. Our "career" choice, often made between the ages of eighteen 
and twenty-five, reflects our identity as best we understand it at that 
point in time. This vocational choice includes the sketch of a life plan: "to 
become" something, in some setting. Still to be added to the life plan is 
your more mature understanding of how leadership, in the context of 
your chosen profession, will be a vehicle for nourishing you individually 
and the people you are leading.  
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How many managers think about their leadership vision? 

Interviewing a technical manager with a chemical company, we asked, 
"Have you ever thought about a vision for yourself as a leader?" Without 
hesitation, he answered:  

Leadership is all about being able to formulate a vision, deciding 
that you want to go somewhere, that there is value in getting there, and 
then being able to describe that vision, to sell that vision. The word lead 
comes in [where you] really bring people with you to attain it. …… 

Your leadership vision needs to be grounded in your personal 
vision. Your personal vision serves your leadership vision in a very 
important way: it lets you know what leadership roles to accept or 
decline, seek or avoid. With insight into your personal vision, you'll be 
prepared to do intelligent negotiating. You'll have a feeling of strength 
and direction. You'll be able to deal with the trade-offs of your life 
because you'll have trust in the authenticity of your decision. Dealing with 
tradeoffs is an important part of a leader's life. 

Authenticity is key. You probably can be an "OK" manager simply 
by learning and practicing good techniques, but outstanding managers 
bring authenticity to the job. They infuse the work with their own values 
and experiences, are as concerned with their shortcomings as with their 
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strengths, and never forget that they are a full human being, not just a 
person in a leadership role.  

Over the years, leadership may become so integral to your life that 
you don't need to draw a clear distinction between personal vision and 
leadership vision. You may see no distinction between the two because 
you can't get where you want to go unless you're in a leadership position. 
Or leadership may be only a segment of your personal vision, a role that 
weaves in and out of your life. You are effective and feel rewarded as an 
individual contributor or team member, and the challenges of leadership 
are of no continual or consistent interest. 

Exercises to Clarify Your Personal Vision 

Before we look further at leadership vision, let's focus on your 
personal vision. Counselors and trainers of managers know that great 
clarity of personal purpose may be hiding just under the surface and that 
a bit of coaxing may be all that's needed to reveal it. 

As a child, you may have had no problem "knowing" that you would 
someday become an astronaut, a professional athlete, a teacher, or a 
doctor. As you grew into your teens and then into your college years, you 
may have expressed what you then "knew" about yourself by seeking out 
other young people who shared your interests in learning, sports, 
partying, politics, or volunteering. Later you began to see yourself in 
adult roles as family and community member, and as a participant in 
formal work organizations. Leadership visions were perhaps woven into 
your life at various stages. These images and scripts may not have been 
spelled out or written on notes you taped to the wall, but they were and 
still are there. We're asking you to coax them back out….  
Page 37 

Yet it is a process of looking in the likely places for the important 
elements of that vision and putting pieces together to form a conscious, 
meaningful, and integrated picture. You discover your vision by looking 
at yourself honestly. Sometimes that's a struggle. A few introspective 
exercises can be helpful. Your personal vision may not come out crystal-
clear, but it should be more visible than it was. 
Figure 3.1 lists some methods that we'll explore. None is an automatic 
winner, but most people benefit from looking at themselves in one or 
more of the indicated ways.   

Figure 3.1 Ways to Clarify Your Personal Vision 

• Tell Your Own Story
• Reflect on Your Daydreams
• Look for Patterns in Events, Behaviors, Focus, and Energy
• Take Lessons from Role Models
• Assess How You Feel About Power
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• Assess Your Responses to Conflict
• Note Your Creative Involvement
• Follow Your Intuition

Tell Your Own Story ……. 
There's a novel in you, though it may not be fiction: the one you're 

writing about your own life. Narrative is innate to human growth, and 
personal vision often springs from myth or one's imagination. When 
people discover, create, invent, build businesses, have families, compose 
symphonies, or fly to the moon, they do it to fulfill a story that they've 
been telling themselves and others. … 

The richer and more compelling you can make the story of 
yourself, the stronger your creations will be. People tell and retell their 
stories until they get them right. Your own story is connected to stories 
you inherited from others. We are not isolated creatures….  

Some stories, like splitting the atom, conquering flight, or curing 
diseases, may take generations to tell and complete. People whose 
stories are picked up and used by other folks may be called pioneers or 
leaders.  

At an early age, we begin to see our lives as stories. During 
adolescence, we realize that we can be the authors of that story. 
Accepting responsibility for being the author of one's own life doesn't 
come easily to some people. Others relish being able to rewrite 
themselves from time to time.   

As the years pass, we revise and improvise further, but the basic 
theme of our stories generally shows great continuity over time. Perhaps 
a teacher's theme is helping others achieve potential, whether those 
others are students, family, or friends. The news reporter's theme may be 
articulating the community for the community so that people may better 
comprehend their environment. The doctor, the nurse, the 
neurophysiologist may express continuity in a theme of healing or 
finding causes and cures of disease. The engineer's theme might be 
invention; the lawyer's, justice.  

Our stories and themes inform our visions, including our visions of 
leadership. Within the larger story of your life, then, your view of yourself 
as a leader emerges. 

Take a moment to think about your story and its recurring themes. 
If you wrote the story of your life as a series of headlines, what 

would they be?  
What events in your life have inspired your passion?  
What events have held the most learning for you?  
Where have your main ideas come from  
What are some major themes of your story?  
How actively have you written the story of your own life? 
How well is it hanging together?  
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Do you like where it's taking you? 
Is leadership a part of the story? 

Reflect on Your Daydreams 

In quiet moments throughout the day, you "space out" into 
imaginings and better worlds. Perhaps it is when you're alone, heading to 
or from work, or maybe while walking the dog. Perhaps it's during one of 
"those" meetings. Daydreams are important. They are telling you 
something. They are connecting your real present to a possible future. 
They contain your hopes about how you will turn out as a person and 
some sketchy plans for how to do it. Daydreams are telling you important 
things about your vision by revealing images of yourself—the kinds of 
successes you're having, how you see yourself as a winner or hero, the 
kinds of situations you're in, and what you do to make things come out 
well.   

One consummate dreamer, Thomas Jefferson, imagined a set of 
principles about how free people should live in relationship to their 
government and then reflected those views in a lifetime spent founding 
and expanding a vast country, creating a university, and securing such 
documents as the Bill of Rights.  

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. said, "I have a dream," to a crowd in front 
of the Lincoln Memorial in 1963. His words and deeds helped crystallize a 
nonviolent civil rights movement. ……… 

Not all dreams are as broad and inspiring as these are. Dreams of 
smaller scope can be equally inspiring. And they don't have to be entirely 
original. Dr. King borrowed from Gandhi; Jefferson borrowed from the 
philosophers of the European Enlightenment….  

Take a moment to jot down what you've been daydreaming about 
lately, and remind yourself for the next few days to jot down what you 
see in your daydreams. Apply what you see to the following questions. 

Into what kind of future do you project yourself?   
What daydreams attract you the most?  
Who's with you in your daydreams?   
What kind of person are you becoming in your daydreams? What 

are you doing? 
What are you accomplishing in your daydreams?   
What impact do you have?  
Do your daydreams include glimpses of leadership? 

Look for Patterns in Events, Behaviors, Focus, and Energy 

Another way to bring your vision to light is to look for patterns. 
We're not suggesting anything really complex here, but when you "play 
back the tape" of your recent life, don't you see some patterns? Patterns 
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will certainly be there, although not always neatly labeled. They may be 
more obvious to people around you than they are to you. 

Let's start with the broader patterns—the "macro" view. Look at the 
important events during the past year or two—especially key projects, 
events, and relationships at work. When do you tend to have success and 
when not? When have you been happiest and when not? Which situations 
do you find easy or hard? For what kinds of things are you asked to join 
in? Which of these really interest you?  

A number of factors could be making certain activities successful, 
enjoyable, easy, and attractive for you. What's the underlying theme in 
these situations? What do they have in common that produces the 
positive experience? It is common for these outcomes to be closely 
related to how we see ourselves and therefore also how we want to be 
seen. You can call this "self-image." Noticing when and where you feel a 
positive self-image is also a way to identify the vision you are trying to 
project—a picture of where you're trying to go in life. 
At closer range among your behaviors are the roles you play when you're 
in groups. There are two kinds of learning available here: one has to do 
with how eagerly you engage directly in leadership roles and what kind of 
leadership roles you embrace; the other has to do with where you 
typically try to lead the groups you are in, from whatever roles you play. 

Which roles do you typically play in group situations? The 
organizer? The formal leader? The joker? The analyst? The peacemaker or 
mediator? The salesman? The summarizer? The advocate for the 
underdog? Some roles are more visibly "the leader" than others, but they 
can all contribute to the overall leadership effort.  

Where have you tried to take the group? Do you try to make 
something new and different happen? Do you try to improve on existing 
systems? Do you try to make a short-term "win" for yourself, the 
organization, or both? Do you think more about developing the members 
of the group and the group as a whole? Do you think more about the 
bottom line, shareholders, and customers? When you have the 
opportunity to be a formal leader, what do you do with it? To the extent 
that your behavior in a group reflects something important about who 
you are, what is that "something"? 
Now let's move in even closer, to a relatively micro view. The world is full 
of things to do, see, be part of, make happen. Each of us makes choices 
about where to concentrate our efforts and what to ignore as 
background. Where you choose to focus can indicate something about 
what is central to your vision. ……  

People look at life in different ways. For people you know well, you 
can usually anticipate their responses to a particular situation. They can 
probably anticipate your responses as well. Such predictability provides 
important information on a person's vision and leadership style.  
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Finally, where do you invest your energies when you really do have 
a choice? What situations, events, and activities attract you? Look at your 
voluntary and discretionary activities, and check for patterns in what you 
find important. As you do so, recognize that you are probably exercising 
a degree of choice even in situations that feel like obligations. We each 
have our ways of drifting into the chores, errands, and commitments that 
we prefer!  

Try consulting a few people whose opinions you trust as you ask 
the following questions.  

When are you happiest or most successful? When least? 

When do you feel most focused?  
What captures your attention?   
What situations energize you?   
What kinds of situations get you to drop everything else? 

Do you become focused with other people?  
Does leadership energize or drain you?  
What roles do you play in groups?   
What feedback have you received about your roles with other 

people? 
What other patterns do you see? 

Take Lessons from Role Models 

To ask people about their role models is to ask them about their 
own aspirations. A person who names Bill Gates as a role model has a 
very different vision than one who names Nelson Mandela, Katie Couric, 
or "my Aunt Charlene." 
Role models can be real or fictional, famous or personal. What's 
important is that you have been thinking about that person's image and 
found something attractive in it. It is that ''something attractive" that we 
want to capture.   

It isn't enough just to pick a hero. You need to expand your 
thoughts by asking why that person attracts you. Do you name Bill Gates 
because he is bright, because he's the richest person in the world, or 
because he built an enormously successful company? Do you choose 
Nelson Mandela because he overcame adversity, because he became a 
national savior, or because of the way he performed in office? Is Katie 
Couric your role model because she has secured and retained her 
position on the Today show when most women are removed from the 
media once their "perceived youth" starts to wane? Or did you choose her 
for her strength in overcoming the hardship of her spouse's death and 
her decision to become a spokeswoman against a dreaded disease? What 
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do you admire about Aunt Charlene? Perhaps the fact that she built a 
successful retail operation in California, travels all over the world, and 
doesn't have to ask anyone's permission to do anything! ……  

Spend some time thinking about your own role models. Make a 
short list of candidates.   

Who are your role models?  
Why are they role models for you?   
Are their personal characteristics similar to yours, or do you admire 

these people because they are so different from you? 

In what ways have your role models exhibited leadership?......... 

Note Your Creative Involvement 
Creativity is a heightened form of focus and energy, a condition of deep 
involvement with whatever you're doing. It doesn't happen by chance or 
without expenditure of desire and effort. People who spend their lives 
being creative will freely admit that it takes preparation and hard work. 
But the benefits are tremendous.  

As Julia Cameron writes in The Artist's Way (1992), "Many of us find 
that we have squandered our own creative energies by investing 
proportionately in the lives, hopes, dreams and plans of others." If we 
search for that inner core of creativity, we "will become more able to 
articulate our own boundaries, dreams and authentic goals" (p. 6). 
Cameron's work is about helping others unleash their creativity. 
If you have an area of life in which you try to be creative, it's worth 
exploring what it says about your personal vision. Don't skip past it just 
because it doesn't seem to be related to what you get paid for. It may tell 
you more about your passion, desires, and energy.  

When do you feel most creative?  
When do you feel loose and flowing?  
Do these feelings result from being creative in your job? 

Do you think of leadership as creative? How so? How not? 

Does your organization encourage your creativity?  
How do you use your creativity outside your job or leadership role? 

Follow Your Intuition 

Some of us rely a good deal on intuition and use it to help make 
decisions. Intuition is a way of knowing, of understanding the world. It's a 
way to see how things come together, where they came from, how they 
are connected, and where they are likely to go. It is a kind of pattern 
identification, without having all the hard data to support conclusions. It's 
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a feeling that says, "I don't trust myself about everything, but on this 
topic I seem to know what's right. When it comes to this subject, I win by 
following my feelings."   

There's a connection between intuition and personal vision. Both 
are based on parts of ourselves that aren't fully conscious. Both have 
things to say about what makes sense and what feels right. Both can lead 
us to where we belong.   

If there are areas in which you have found your intuition to be 
particularly valuable, those areas are likely to feature in your personal 
vision. Some people have this trust in their intuition when it comes to 
selecting employees. For others, it has to do with which products will sell 
or how fast to expand a business. Intuition tells certain other people 
when it is time to focus on other arenas besides work. 
Especially relevant for readers of this book is this sequence of questions: 
What does my intuition tell me about the connection between me and 
leadership? Do I have something important to accomplish through an 
organization? Will people follow my lead? Am I ready to handle the 
challenge now? Is this the time and place? What else could I be doing? Ask 
yourself these questions and the ones below.  

Do you value your intuition?   
Do you trust it?   
What has happened when you have acted on intuition?   
In what situations has it seemed most reliable and perceptive? 

Does your intuition work well about people?  
Has it played a role in your leadership work to date?  
What does your intuition tell you about whether you should be a 

leader? 

A Synthesis 

Look back over your responses to the questions in this chapter. 
Begin to synthesize from the sets that were most productive for you:  

• Where is your life story heading?
• What better world do you like to imagine?

Page 49 
• Who inspires you? …….
• What gives you energy?
• What makes you feel most creative and intuitive?
• What makes you happiest?
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1. Elaborate on your responses in thought and writing, either here
or in a separate journal. Do your thoughts point in consistent directions? 
2. Without analyzing too much where you are right now, write some
statements that begin to capture a sense of your personal vision or future 
picture. Think about where you'd like to go regarding your work, family, 
community, and any other aspect of life that matters to you. Think about 
the themes you want to see present in your life. Think about what you 
want to accomplish in life. What governs your life? What are your desires 
and passions? What is your story? How might you refocus your energy 
around that story, that vision? Don't worry about clear sentences or 
correct grammar. Just capture some phrases. 
Page 50 

As your current personal vision becomes clearer, you may have to 
ask yourself some hard questions about it. Are you being truly honest? Is 
this what you want or what others want for you? Are the elements of your 
vision compatible, or are there contradictions? What will be the obstacles 
in reaching this future state?   

As we suggested earlier, a personal vision evolves. New events, 
additional ideas, and different ways of thinking will cause your vision to 
shift over time. It is important to think about how these influences affect 
where you are and where you are heading. At times of important 
transition in your life, you may wish to redo this kind of exercise.   

What actually happens once you have a clearer personal vision? 

• You'll be clearer about your intended direction in life—where you
want to go, why, and what you'll do when you get there. 

• You'll know what you'd like to test or learn as you navigate any
organization's opportunities. You will be better able to make decisions 
about the paths and options presented to you.   

• You'll know your passions and priorities. You'll know what you
can trade off and what you should not compromise. 

• You'll be better able to move toward roles that will let you
express what you have to offer, as a leader or in other roles. 

• You'll have a sense of the decision process—how it happens that
some people find their way to leadership roles and others elect not to. 

Your Leadership Vision 

At the start of this chapter, we defined leadership vision as an ideal 
picture of what you might do as a leader and how this role should fit 
within your broader personal vision. Having a clear leadership vision 
allows you to make better decisions about the leadership roles you 
pursue. It sets an agenda for what to do next in your leadership life. Your 
leadership vision can also help you recognize the responsible choice in a 
given situation. It will help answer questions such as "Why am I doing 
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what I'm doing?" and "Do I accept the trade-offs I'm making in order to 
succeed as a leader?" A leadership vision also lends a confident, steady 
sense of identity amid chaos. 

Page 13 
Chapter Four, "Base Your Leadership Values on Personal Values," 

asks you to inventory your values to see how they are currently reflected 
in your life and how strongly they serve as a basis for leadership. The 
chapter will also help you uncover any conflicts or disconnects that might 
interfere with your work in leadership. The chapter will raise such 
questions as "What are your core values?" "Are they realistic and reflected 
in your actual behaviors?" and ''What other values define and support 
your work as a leader?"   

Chapter Five, "Get to Know Yourself as a Leader," discusses the 
importance of being aware of your own particular skills and qualities 
related to leadership work. It leads you through an inventory of 
leadership competencies, roles, traits, learning styles, responses to 
change, and knowledge based on your business experiences. The chapter 
will help you pinpoint talents and skills where you show strength and 
others where you may want to improve. The chapter will also draw 
connections between your self-awareness and your ability as a leader to 
build trust, be flexible, and forge teams. 

Chapter Six, "Balance Your Work Life and Your Personal Life," 
provides perspectives on the impact of a leadership role on the other 
aspects of your life. It suggests ways in which your life at home and at 
work can be mutually supportive. It asks questions such as "Do you look 
at your life as a matter of sacrificing time in one domain (such as your 
work life) in order to have time for other domains (such as family or 
community life)? Or can you look at it more in terms of integrating across 
different domains?" "Given your vision and values, what's the right 
balance or integration between work, home, and other interests?" and 
"How successful is your current balance? What might need to change?" 
The chapter provides some useful strategies for dealing with this difficult 
problem.  

Chapter Seven, "Take Steps Toward Self-Aware Leadership," pulls 
together key themes from the earlier chapters. It gives you a process for 
integrating discoveries made throughout the book, culminating in a few 
key themes and insights that can clarify and drive any future decisions 
regarding leadership in your career. It will also discuss how to get help 
from colleagues, family, networks, and mentors. 

Appendix A contains a copy of the questionnaire that we used to 
survey the thirty-two Leadership Development Program participants on 
their views of leadership and career. Appendix B lists books, articles, and 
instruments to consult for additional information. 
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principal. · · 

They may talk the language of stewardship, but they will always 
figure out a way to promote their own agenda. They may be dedi
cated and hcu-dworking, but they are not focused on stewardship
the ide.a that you don't own anything, that you give your 
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focused on power, wealth, fame, position, dominion, and posses-
sions. . 

The ethical person looks at every economic transaction as a test of 
his or her moral stewardship. That's why humility is the mother of 
all other virtues-because it promotes stewardship. Then everything 
else that is good will work through you. But if you get into pride
into "my will, my agenda, my wants" -then you must rely totally 
upon your own strengths. You're not in touch with what Jung calls 

\1\ "the collective unconscious" -the power of the larger ethos that un
leashes energy tllro\lgh your work. 

Aspiring people seek their own glory and are deeply concerned 
with their own agenda. They may even regard their own spouse or 
children as possessions and try to wrest from them the kind of be
havior that will win them more popularity and esteem in the eyes of 
others. Such possessive love is destructive. Instead of being agents 
or stewards they interpret everything in life in terms of "what it will 
do for me." Everybody then becomes either a competitor or conspir
ator. Their relationships, even intimate ones, tend to be competitive 
rather than cooperative. They use various methods of manipu
lation-threats, fear, bribery, pressure, deceit, and charm-to 
achieve their ends. 

Until people have the spirit of service, they might say they love a 
companion, company, or cause, but they often despise the demands 
these make on their lives. Double-mindedness, having two conflict
ing motives or interests, inevitably sets us at war with ourselves
and an internal civil war often breaks out into war with others. The 
opposite of double-mindedness is self-unity or integrity. We achieve 
integrity through the dedication of ours.elves to selfless service of 
others. 

IMPUCATIONS FOR PERSONAL GROWTH 

Unless we control our appetites, we will not be in control of our 
passions and emotions. We will instead become victims of our pas
sions, seeking or aspiring our own wealth, dominion, prestige, and 
power. 

I once tried to counsel a junior executive to be more committed to 
higher principles. It appeared futile. Then I began to realize that I 
was asking him to conquer the third temptation before he had con-

·••I'!~N:,;.$:'1;·\'~'I' .... '"'''•'n~,...,.,,.,-<, ..•. :.--,····••··•·,,., .•. , .• ~•·• .,.~ .... , .. ~ .• ,, • ., .,. ·•· ·-- ··· . 
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quered the first. rt was like expecting a child to walk before crawl. So 
I changed the approach and encouraged him first to discipline his 
body. We then got great results. 

If we conquer some basic appetites first, we will have the power to 
make good on higher level resolutions later. For example, many 
people would experience a major transformation if they would main
tain normal weight through a healthy diet and exercise program. 
They would not only look better, they would also feel better, treat 
others better, and increase their capacity to do the important but not 
necessarily urgent things they long to do. 

Until you can say "I am my master," you cannot say "I am your 
servant." In other words, we might profess a service ethic, but under 
pressure or stress we might be controlled by a particular passion or 
appetite. We lose our temper. We become jealous, envious, lustful, 
or slothful. Then we feel guilty. We make promises and break them, 
make resolutions and break them. We gradually lose faith in our own 
capacity to keep any promises. Despite our ethic to be the "servant 
of the people," we become the servant or slave of whatever masters 

us. 
This reminds me of the plea of Richard Rich to Thomas More in the 

play, A Man for All Seasons. Richard Rich admired More's honesty 
and integrity and wanted to be employed by him. He pleaded, "Em-

ploy me." 
More answered, "No." 
Again Rich pleaded, "Employ me!" and again the answer was no. 
Then Rich made this pitiful yet endearing promise: "I would be 

steadfast!" 
Sir Thomas, knowing what mastered Richard Rich, answered, 

"Richard, you couldn't answer for yourself even so far as tonight," 
meaning, "You might profess to be faithful now, but all it will take 
is a different circumstance, the right bribe or pressure, ari.d you will 
be so controlled by your ambition and pride that you could not be 
faithful to me." 

Sir Thomas More's prognosis came. to pass that very night, for 

Richard Rich betrayed him! f 
The key to growth is to learnt,· make promises and to keep them. 

Self-denial is an essential elem t in overcoming all three tempta
tions. "One secret act of self- nial, one sacrifice of inclination to 
duty, is worth all the mere good thoughts, warm feelings, passionate 
prayers, in which idle men indulge themselves,".qiaie?"J~Y 
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88 PRINCIPLE-CENTERED LEADERSHIP 

how to make a lot of money fast without having to pay the price by 
adding value on a day-to-day b sis. 

Some network marketing and pyramidal organizations worry me 
because many people get rich uick by building a structure under 
them that feeds them without ork. They are rationalized to the 
hilt; nevertheless the overwh hning emotional motive is often 
greed: "You can get rich with ut much work. You may have to 
work initially, but soon you c have wealth without work." New 
social mores and norms are culti ated that cause distortions in their 
judgment. ··- · · 

Justice and judgment are inevi bly inseparab~ suggesting that to 
the degree you move away from the laws of nature, your judgment 
will be adversely affected. You ge distorted notions. You start telling 
rational lies to explain why things work or why they don't. You move 
away from the law of "the farm" into social/political environments. 

When we read of organization in trouble, we ·often hear the sad 
confessions of executives who tell f moving away from natural laws 
and principles for a period of time and begin overbuilding, overbor
rowing, and overspeculating, not r ally reading the stream or getting 
objective feedback, just hearing a lo of self-talk internally. Now they 
have a high debt to pay. They . ay have to work hard just to 
survive-without hope of being he thy for five years or more. It's 
back to the basics, hand to the plow. And many of these executives, 
in earlier days, were critical of the c serirative founders of .the cor
porations who stayed close to the fun attj.entals and preferred to st;:ty 
small and free of debt. --\ • Pleasure without conscience. The· Chief query of the immature, 

'\) greedy, selfish, and sensuous has always been, "What's in it for me? 
Will this please me? Will it ease me?" Lately many people seem to 
want these pleasures without conscience or sense of responsibility, 
even abandoning or utterly neglecting spouses and children in the 
name of doing their thing. But independence is not the most mature 
state of being-it's only a middle"fiOSi:ti:orrorrtheway to iilterdepen
denc.e; the most advanced and mature state. To learn to give and 
take, to live selflessly, to be sensitive, to be considerate, is our chal
lenge. Otherwise there is no sense of social responsibility or account
ability in our pleasurable activities. 

The ultimate costs of pleasures without conscience are high as 
measured in terms of time and money, in terms of reputation and irt 

/ 
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tenns of wounding the hearts and minds of other people who are 
adversely affected by those who just want to indulge and gratify 
themselves in the short term. It's dangerous to be pulled or lulled 
away from natural law without conscience. Conscience is essentially l 
the repository of timeless truths and principles-the internal monitor '\:1,)_ 

ofnamrallaw: ~ 
A prominent, widely published psychologist worked to align peo-

ple with their moral conscience in what was called "integrity ther
apy." He once told me that he was a manic-depressive. "I knew I 
was getting suicidal," he said. "Therefore, I committed myself to a 
mental institution. I tried to work out of it, neutralize it, until I 
reached the point where I could leave the hospital. I don't do clinical 
work now because it is too stressful. I mostly do research. And 
through my own struggle, I discovered that integrity therapy was the 

·:. only way to go. I gave up my mistress, confessed to my wife, and 
. had peace for the first time in my life." 
: Pleasure without conscience is one of the key temptations for to-
: .~ay' s executives. Sometimes on airplanes I'll scan the magazines 
·.-directed at executives, noting the advertisements. Many of these 

, .. ads, perhaps two-thirds of them, invite executives to indulge them
;. selves without conscience bec.ause they "deserve it'' or have "earned 

, ; ·it" or "want it," and why not "give in" and "let it all hang out"? The 
. ::seductive message is, "You've arrived. You are now a law unto 
·.:.yourself. You don't need a conscience to govern you anymore." And 
. '.·in some ads you see sixty-year-old men wi.th attractive thirty-year
.:. old women, the "significant others" who accompany some execu-

::,tives to conventions. Whatever happened to spouses? What 
· ._:).1appened to the social mores that make cheating on spouses illegit-

:.-imate behavior? :. .------
;.:::.· · • KJ:owledge without chara~ter. As dangerous as. a little knowl- 1 _, 
'·. ·:<~~dge ts, even more dangerous ts much knowledge Without a strong, '""\-' 
::.principled character. Purely intellectual development without com-_ 
. l:nensurate internal character development makes as much sense as 'J 
. :putting a high-powered sports car in the hands of a teenager who is ~ . 
: .. ~'t!.gh, on drugs. Yet aLl too often in the academic world, that's exactly ' 
!- .Wht\t we de.> by not focusing on the character development of young 

:. ·t.~~~opt~l. 
:,-.. · Onlll (.~t tht:! t·easc.ms l'm exdted abot.tt taking the Seven Habits into 

;· ·l:h<ll i.!C:houbt ltt that It l1t ch4ll'i!\d<.'L' t:dut:iitkm. Some pec.1pk~ d1.m't like 
~ 
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character education because, they say, "that's your value system." 
But you can get a common set of values that everyone agrees on. It 
is not that difficult to decide, for example, that kindness, fairness, 
dignity, contribution, and integrity are worth keeping. No one will 
fight you on those. So let's .start with values that are unarguable and 
infuse them in our education system and in our corporate training 
and development programs. Let's achieve a better balance between 
the development of character ;;~.nd intellect. 

The people who are transforming education today are doing it by 
building con.sensus around a common set of principles, values, and 
priorities and debunking the high degree of specialization, depart
mentalization, and partisan politics. 

• Commerce (business) withoutmorali.ty (ethics). In his book Moral 
Sentiments, which preceded Wealth of Nations, Adam Smith explained 
how foundational to the success of our systems is the moral foun
dation: how we treat each other, the spirit of benevolence, of se:J:Vice, 
of contribution. If we ignore the moral foundation and allow eco
nomic systems to operate without moral foundation··-aaQ.._~thout 
continued education, we will soon create an amoral, if not immoral, 
society and business. Economic and political systems are ultimately 
based on a moral foundation. 

To Adam Smith, every business transaction is a moral ch.allenge to 
see that both parties come out fairly. Fairness and benevolence in 
business are the underpinnings of the free enterprise system called 
capitalism. Our economic system comes out of a constitutional de
mocracy where minority rights are to be attended to as well. The 
spirit of the Golden Rule or of win-win is a spirit of morality, of 
mutual benefit, of fairness for all concerned. Paraphrasing one of the 
mottos of the Rotary Club, "Is it fair and does it serve the interests of 
all the stakeholders?'' That's just a morall;lense of stewardship to~ 
ward all of the stakeholders. 

I like that Smith says every economic transaction. People get in trou
ble when they say that most of their economic transactions are moral. 
That means there is something going on that is covert, hidden, secret. 
People keep a hidden agenda, a secret life, and they justify and ra
tiomilize their activities. They tell themselves rational lies so they 
don't have to adhere to natural laws. If you can get enough rational
ization in a society, you can have social mores or political-wills tha tan.\· 
totally divorced from natural laws and principles. 
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I once met a man who for five years served as the "ethics director'' 
for a major aerospace company. He finally resigned the post in pro
test and considered leaving the company, even though he would 
lose a big salary and benefit package. He said that the executive team 
had their own separate set of business ethics and that they were deep 
into rationalization and justification. Wealth and power were big on 
their agendas, and they made no excuse for it anymore. They were 
divorced from reality even inside their own organization. They talked 
about serving the customer while absolutely mugging their own em
ployees. 

• Science without humanity. If science becomes all technique and 
technology, it quickly degenerates into man against humanity. Tech
nologies come from the paradigms of science. And if there's very 
little understanding of the higher human purposes that the technol
ogy is striving to serve, we becomes victims of our own technocracy. 
We s.ee otherwise highly educated people climbing the scientific lad
der of success, ev.en though it's often missing the rung called hu
manity and leaning against the wrong wall. 

The majority of the scientists who ever lived are living today, and 
they have brought about a scientific and technological explosion in 
the world. But if all they do is superimpose technology on the same 
old problems, nothing basic changes. We may see an evolution, an 
occasional "revolution" in science, but without humanizy we see 
precious little real human advancement. All the old inequities and 
injustices are still with us. ' 

About the only thing that· hasn't evolved are these natural laws 
and principles-the true north on the compass. Science and technol
ogy have changed the face of most everything else. But the funda
mental things still apply, as time goes by. 

• Religion without sa.crlfice. Without sacrifice we may become ac
tive in a church but remain inactive in its gospel. In other words, we 

( 

go for the social facade of religion and the piety of religious practices. ~~ 
There is no real walking with people or going the second mile or ....50 . 
trying to deal with our social problems that may eventually undo our ~ \ 
economic system. It takes sacrifice to serve the needs of other 
people-the sacrifice of our own pride and prejudice, among other 1· 
things. · 

If a church or t·eligion. is seen as j_ust another hierarchical system, ' 
itf~ rnembe.ml won't have a a~mse of service~ or inner WQtship. [nstend 
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they will be ·into outward observances and all the visible accoutre
ments of religion. But they are neither God-centered nor principle
centered. 

The principles of _three of the Seven Habits pertain to how we deal 
with other people, how we serve them, how we sacrifice for them, 
how we contribute. Habits 4, 5, and 6-win-Win hi.terdependency, 
empathy, and synergy-require tremendous sacrifice. I've come to 
believe that they require a broken heart and· a contrite spirit-;md 
that, for some, is the ultimate saoifice. For example, I once observed 
a marri11ge where there were frequent arguments·. One thought came 
to me: "These tWo people must have a broken heart and a contrite 
spirit toward each other or this union will never last." You can't have 
a oneness, a unity, without humility. Pride and selfishness will de
stroy the union between man and god, betw-een· m!lU and woman, 
between man and man, between self and self. 

The great servant leaders have that humility, the hallmark of inner 
religion. I know a few CEOs who are humble servant leaders-who 
sacrifice their pride and share their power-and I can say that their 
influence both inside and outside their companies is multiplied be
cause of it. Sadly, many people want. "religion," or at least the ap
pearance of it, without any sacrifice. They want more spirituality but 
would never miss a meal in meaningful fasti.ng or do one act of 
anonymous service to achieve it. 

• Politics without principle. If there is no principle, there is no true 
north, nothing you can depend upon. The focus on the pers.onality 
ethic is the instant creation of an image that s.ells well in the social · 
and economic marketpla~e. 

You see politicians spending millions of dollars to create an image, 
eyen though it's superficial, lacking substqnce, in order to get votes 
and gain office. And when it wo.rks, it leads to <!. political system 
operating independently of the natural l&ws that should govern
that are built into the Declaration of Independence: "We hold these 
Truths to be self-evident, that all Men are created equal, that they are 
endowed by their Creator ~th certain unalienable Rights, that 
among these are Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness. . .. " 

In other words, they are describing self:-evident, external, observ
able, natural, unarguable, self-evident laws: "We hold these Truths 
to be self-evident." The key to a he~thy soc;i.ety is to get the social will, 
the value system, aligned with correct principles. You then have the 
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compass needte pointing to. true north-true north representing the 
. external or the natural law-and the indicator says that is what we 

ttre building our value system on: they are aligned. 
But if you get a sick social will behind the political will that is 

-: independent of principle, you could have a very sick organization or 
society with distorted values. For instance, the professed mission 
and shared values of criminals who rape, rob, and plunder might 
sound very much like many corporate mission statements, using 
such words as "teamwork," "cooperation," "loyalty," "profitabil
ity,'' "innovation," and "creativity." The problem is that their value 
system is not based on a natural law. : 

Figuratively, inside many corporations with lofty mission state-
ments, many people are being mugged in broad daylight in front of 
witnesses. Or they are being robbed of self-esteem, money, or po
sition without due process. And if there is no social will behind the 

· principles of due process, and if you can't get due process, you have 
· : . to go to the jury of your peers and engage in counterculture sabo-

·/ tage. :.: :- In the movie The Ten Commandments, Moses says to the pharaoh, 
.'''We are to be governed by God's law, not by you." In effect he's 

'· :- saying, ''We will not be governed by a person unless that. person 
''· : embodies the law." In the best societies and organizations, natural 
,::_laws and principles govern-that's the Constitution-and even;the 

.' top people must bow to the principle. No one is above ~t;. -, · 
c The Seven Habits will help you avoid these Seven Dea(qy Sins. 
·. And if you don't buy into the Seven Habits, try the Ten Command-

ments. 

~ 
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MANAGEMENT VERSUS LBADERSHrP 

That's why the role of the leader iss crucial to continual success. 
Leadership deals with direction-with aking sure that the ladder is 
leaning against the right wall.· Manag ment deals with speed. To 
double one's speed in the wrong dir. 'on, however, is the very 
defmition of foolishness. Leadership d s with vision-with keep
ing the mission in sight-and with efi veness and results. Man
agement deals with establishing sttuc e an~ systems to get those 
results. It focuses on efficiency, cost-:ben fit analyses, logistics, meth .. 
ods, procedures, and policies. 

Leadership focuses on the top line. 
bottom line. Leadership derives its po 
principles. Management organizes -reso' 
tives to produce the bottom line. 

anagement focuses on the 
'er from value.s and correct 
ces to serve selected objec-

Of course, management and leader 'pare not mutually exclu
sive; in fact, it might be said that leaders 'pis the highest component 
of management. And leadership itself c n be broken into two parts: 
one having to do with vision and dire tion, values and purposes, 
and the other with inspiring and motiv · g people to work together 
with a common vision and purpose. S me leaders have vision qut 
lack team-building talents. Other lea rs can inspire pe.ople and 
build teams but lack vision. 

As a team builder, the leader attemp to reduce the dysfunctional 
friction, while recognizing that in a co plementary team, strength 
lies in djfferences; hence he need no attempt to clone people or 
make everyone else over in his own · ge. As long as people have 
the same goals, it is not important th t they have the same roles. 
When team members regard each oth with mutual respect, differ
ences are utilized and are considered trengths rather than weak
nesses. 

The basic role of the le(!der is to fos~mutual respect and build a 
complementary team where each stre h is made productive and 
each weaknes¥ made irrelevant. The es entia! role of a manager is to 
use leverage to multiply the work and ole of the producer. A pro~ 
ducer rolls up his sleeves and does w. t' s necessary to solve prob~ 
lems and get results. . 

It is most interesting and instructiveto ~udy how well peop((()'l'l 
jobs fit their personal style or prefer~tf #th regi\lrd to th~t4~ thrct-, 
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roles. For instance, some people rna be in a job that requires little 
production but a lot of management d a little leadership, but their 
·personal style or preference is to be a roducer rather than a manager 
or a leader. Needless to say, a poor between job expectations and 
personal preference will be a sourc of great frustration as well as 
criticism from others. And if a job h lder has a different perception 
from that of his boss or peers regar · the relative importance of 
these three roles in his particular p , his problems will be com
pounded. 

LEFr B.RAIN!RIGHT BRAIN 

Research on brain theory helps us to understand why some people 
are excellent producers but poor managers or great managers but 
weak leaders. The research basically indicates that the brain is di-
vided into two hemispheres, the left and the right, and that each 
hemisphere specializes in different functions, processes different 
kinds of information, and deals with different kinds of problems. 

I 

J. 

Although both hemispheres are involved in logical and creative 
processes, the left works more with logic, the right works more with 
emotions. The left deals with words, the right with pictures; the left 
with parts and specifics, the right with wholes and relationships 
.among the parts. The left deals with analysis, which means to break 
apart; the right with synthesis, which means to put together. The left 
deals with sequential thinking, the right with simultaneous and ho
listic thinking. The left is time-bound, meaning it has a sense of time 
and goals and one's position in relation to those goals; the right is 
time free, meaning it might lose a sense of time altogether. The left 
governs the right side of the body and vice versa. 

Using these terms, we might say that we live in a left brain
dominant world, where words and measurement and logic are en- 4 
throned and creativity, intuition, and artistry are often subordinated, -.£.) 
even punished. This is particularly true with men: the masculine 0 
"macho" cultural stereotype, combined with the heavy academic 
focus on the left side, can often negate or even drive out the more ~ 
creative, aesthetic, intuitive capacities (often considered feminine). ~ 

· · The Eastern cultures speak of the two parts of man's nature, the 
yln and yang. The yin ia the f1.~minine part and the yang the mascu
line. Entire Ubrar.ies haven bo.cm wr:U:tliln. on. this subject, including 
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organizationiil books. Many organizations have great management 
systems and controls but lack heart. Others may have heart but lack 
mind, good systems, and controls. 

The ancient Greek philosophers spoke of influence or persuasion 
processes in terms of ethos, pathos, and logos. Basically, ethos con
cerns one's credibility, or what I have called the emotional bank 
account; pathos deals with the emotions and motivation, which we 
would here call the right brain; and logos deals with the logical 
reasoning process, the left brain. 

As we apply brain dominance theory to the three essential roles or· 
organizations, we see that the manager's role primarily would be left 
brain and the leader's role right brain. The producer's role would 
depend upon the nature of the work. If it's verbal, logical, analytical 
work, that would be essentially left brain; if it's more intt:ti.tive, emo
tional, or creative work, it would be right brain. 
· People who are excellent managers but poor le.aders may be ex

tremely well organized and run a tight ship with superior systems 
and procedures and detailed job descriptions. But unless they are 
internally motivated, little gets done because there is no feeling, no 
heart; everything is too mechanical, too formal, too tight, too pro
tective. A looser organization may work much better even though it 
may appear to an outside observer to be disorgamzed and confus.ed. 
Truly significant accomplishments may result simply because people 
share a common ·vision, purpose, or sense of misslon. 

Accordingly, my suggestion is this: Manage from the left, lead from 
the right. 

Of course, the ideal is to cultivate the ability to have crossover 
between the right and left sides of the brain; a person could then 
discern the sit\,tation and use the appropriate tool to ·deal with it. If 
someone were to ask regarding a game of chess, "What's the best 
move?" we'd first have to ask, ''What's the situation?" Then we 
could decide what the best move would b.e. If someone were to ask, 
''What is the best club to use in golf?" again we'd fust have to ask 
about the lay of the land, lie of Ute ba~, placement of the pin, and so 
forth. f!:e ability to correctly diagnose the situation comes first, and 
this itself may require a good combination of left and right brain 
skills. 

To acquire a functional balance, a person may need to exercise the 
.weaker side of the brain. For example, a person who is left-brain 
dominant should purposely exercise right.-brain muscles by learning 

MI\NAGH ttttoM TH£ Ltu"l:, Lni\.U t~R<>M THB Rlt:rrr 
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to communicate through sensing and. touching and visual imagery 
and to listen more with the eyes than the ears, getting involved in 
artistic endeavors and the creative side of problem-solving and ~10 
forth. Those who are right-brain dominant should exercise the latcl'lt 
left-brain muscles through analytical problem-solving proce!:lseu, 
communication through words and logic, reading textbooks, 1.111.d 

studying scientific and technical material in computer science, low, 

business accounting, or any of the applied sciences. 
Organizations that are devoted to short-term, bottom-line, lMrd· 

data orientations usually neglect such leadership development 1\1\d 

therefore breed "half-brained" executives who seldom find time, for 
example, to communicate vision and direction, build. teams, d~:!vdop 
people, or plan meetings, except in a kind of crisis way. 

If leadership issues get on the agenda, they are usually ul: thll.' 
bottom, under "Other Business." Executives seldom ad.dreHH l~<td~ 
ership issues because they are so fatigued from putting out fir(~S attd 
dealing With the production and management issues at the top uf: t;htil 

agenda. No wonder many individuals and institutions are caught gotng ln 
the wrong direction, being in the wrong jungle, or leaning n.g~lhUiit 
the wrong wall. Strategic leadership can eliminate such misdirection 

and make things right again. 
A strategic leader can provide direction and vision, motl.vat~~ 

through love, and build a complementary team based on nu.ttl..tl\1 
respect if he is more effectiveness-minded $-an efficiency-minded, 
more concerned with direction and results than with methods, sya~ 
tems, and procedures. While all of Ule producers are hacking their 
way though the jungle and their managers are sharpening their ml>\~ 
chetes for them arid setting up machete-wielding working schedules 
and putting on training programs for machete wielders, an enll.ght· 
ened and courageous leader must sometimes cry out, "Wrong jun~ 
gle!" even though he can expect to receive the answer, "Be qui~tl 
We're making progress." 

~~ 
~ 
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mm·e. Do it luster. Do it more painlc.c; y. Go into T(,>M or Six Sigma on 
bloodletting. Do statistical qualiLy cm ·ols, variance analysis. Do strate
gic feasibility studies and organize a und brilliant marketing plans so 
that you can advertise, "We have the ghest-quality, world-class blood
letting unit in the world!" Or you mi t take people into the mountains 
and let them do free falls off cliffs into a.ch other's arms so when they re
turn to the bloodletting unit of the h pital they'll work with more love 
and trust. Or you might let members f the bloodletting unit sit around 
in hot tubs and explore their psyches th each other so that they develop 

. authenticity in their communicatio You might even teach positive 
thinking to your patients, as well as ur employees, so the positive en-
ergy is optimized when bloodletting es place. 

Can you imagine what happ.e ed when the germ theory was 
discovered-when Semmelweis of ungary, Pasteur Of France, and 
other empirical scientists discovere that germs are a primary cause of 
disease? It immediately explained ywomen wanted to be delivered by 
midwives. The midwives were de · er. They washed. It explained why 
more men on war's battlefields w e dying from staph infections than 
bullets. The disease was spread b _· d the front ranks tlirough germs. 
The germ theory opened whole n fields of research. It guides health 
care practices to the present day. · 
· That's the power of an accur: 
guides. But the problem is that par 
paradigms go on for centuries 
stance, though history books 
throat infection, he probably die 
was the symptom of something e. 
stuff was in the blood, they too 
twenty-four-hour period. You an 
one pint eVery two months if we' 

e paradigm. It explains, and then it 
'gms, like traditions, die hard. Flawed 
r a better one is discovered. For in
bout George Washington dying of a 
of bloodletting. The throat infection 
. Since the paradigm was that the bad 

from him several pints <?f blood in a 
I are counseled not to give more than 
well. 

The new Knowledge Workf;e_ e is based on a new paradigm, one 
entirely different than the thin aradigm of the Industrial Age. Lefs 
call it the Whole-Person Par~ / 

THE WHOLE-PERSON PARADIGM 

At the core, there is one simple, overarching reason why so many people 
remain unsatisfied in their work and why most organizations fail to draw 
out the greatest talent, ingenuity and creativity of their people and never 

;:r/ .. 

~. u~ 1. r t/l',n.crn. ~L 

become truly great, enduring organizations. It stems from an i1zcmttplel'l<' 

jU/.1"t~digm ofwbo we m·e--om·fimdamcmtal view of hztman '!Ultlt.re. 
The fundamental reality is, human beings are not things needing to 

be motivated and controlled; they are four .dimensional-body, mind, 

heart and spirit. 

Figure 2.2 

If you study all philosophy and religion, both Western and Eastern, 
from the beginning of recorded history, you'll basically find the same 
four dimensions: the physicaVeconomic, the mental, the sociaVemo-

;-

I 
Figure2.3 
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onnl and the spi.rituaL Different words arc often used, but they 1:efl.ect 
1e same tour uni.versal dimensions of life. They also represent the four 
!Jsk needs and motivations· of all people illustrated in the film in the first 
hapter: to live (survival), to love (relation~>hips), to learn (growth and 
levelopment) and to leave a legacy (meaning and contribution)-see 
.igure2.3. 

So what~ the direct connection betwe n the controlling "thing" (part
person) paradigm that dominates toda s workplace and the inability of 
managers and organizations to inspir their people to volunteer their 
highest talents and contributions? e answer is simple. People make 
choices. Consciously or subconscio sly; people decide how much of 

themselves they will give to their ork depending on how they are 
treated and on their opportunities t use all four parts of their nature. 
These choices range from rebelling o quitting to creative excitement: 

Now consider for a moment whi of these six choices listed in fig .. 
ure 2.4-rebel or quit, malicious abe ience, willing compliance, cheer
ful cooperation, heartfelt commi ent or cr~tive excitement-you 
would make under the following five cenarios: 

First, you are not treated fairly. ,a~s, there are a lot of politics at 
play in your organization; there is 91Jotism; the P!I.Y system doesn't 

( 

seem. fair and just; your own p~ty does tot :tccm·atdy rellect the lewd of 
your contribution. vVhat would your ch ice be? 

Second, let's say that you are treated fairly in terms of your pay, but 
you are not treated kindly. That is, yo are not respected;. your treat
ment is inconsistent, arbitrary, caprici us, perhaps largely dictated by 
the mood of your boss. What would yo choice be? 

Third, let's say that you are paid :6 • y and treated kindly, but when 
your opinion is wanted, it is given to yo . In other words, your body and 
heart are valued, but not your mind. at would your choice be? 

Fourth, now let's say that you are · d fuirly (body), treated kindly 
(heart), inyolved creatively (mind), but you are asked to dig a hole and 
fill it again, or to fill out reports that n one ever sees or uses. In other 
words, the work is meaningless (spirit). at would your choice be? 

Fifth, now let's say that you are p d fairly, treated kindly, and in
volved creatively in meaningful work, ut that there is a lot of lying and 
cheating going on with customers an suppliers, including other em
ployees (spirit). What wo"!lld your choi e be? 

Now notice we went through all four parts of the whole-person 
paradigm-body; mind, heart and fin y spirit (spirit being divided in 
two parts-the meaninglessness of th work and the unprincipled way 
that it was done). The point is, if you n glect any one of the four parts of 
human nawre, you turn a person into· thing, and what do you do with 
things? You have to control, manage d carrot-and-stick them in order 
to motivate them. 

~~ 
a· 
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OUR. THII\.D BIRTH-GUT: 

THE FOUR INTELLIGENCES/CAPACITIES OF OUR NATURE 

As expressed earlier, the four magnificent parts of our nature consist of 
body, mind, heart and spirit. Corresponding to these four parts are four 
capacities, or intelligences, that all of us possess: our physical or body in
telligence (PQ), our mental intelligence (IQ), our emotional intelli
gence (EQ) and our spiritual intelligence (SQ). These fqur intelligences, 
represent our third birth-gift. 

·-~·-···--------
--~~--- I 

Figure 4.4 -·~-·-----___J 

Mental Intelligence (IQ) 

When we speak of intelligence, we usually think in terms of Mental In
telligence (IQ), that is, our ability to analyze, reason, think abstractly, use 
language, visualize and comprehend. But this is far too narrow an inter-
pretation of intelligence. · 

Physical Intelligence (PQ) 

The Physical Intelligence (PQ) of the body is another kind of intelligence 
we are all implicitly aware of but often discount. Just think about what 
your body does without any conscious effort. It runs your respiratory, 
circulatory, nervous and other vit?i systems. It is constantly scanning its 
environment, destroying diseased cells and fighting for survival. 

The human body i~ an incredible system--roughly 7 trillion cdl.s with u 

mind-boggling lcvd of physical and biochemical coordination nc~~·cs~ury 

just: to turn a page, cough, or drive a car. When you consider how littk 
of it you have t<) think about, it becomes even more amazing. When w:1~ 

rhe last time you reminded your heart to beat, your lungs to t"Xpand ;md 

contra~t, or your digestive organs to secrete just the right chcmic<lls ;11 

just the right time? The5e and .a myriad of other processc:s are handkd 

unconsciously for us every moment we live. Intelligence manages the 

whole system, much of it unconscious.6 

DOE CHlLDRE AND BRUCE CRYER 

,, . 

Doctors are the first to acknowledge that the body heals itself. Medicine 
simply facilitates healing and may remove obstacles, but it can also cre
ate obstacles if it works contrary to body intelligence. 

How does the body balance and harmonize the functioning of the 
brain, which contains the mind, with the functioning of the heart, which 
symbolically represents emotional intelligence? Our body is a brilliant 
piece of machinery that outperforms even the most advanced computer . 

.' ~ Our capacity to act on our thoughts and feelings, and to make things 
' · happen, is unmatched by any other species in the world. 
· Controlled double-blind scientific laboratory studies are producing· 

increasing evidence of the close ·relationship between body (physical), 
mind (thinking) and heart (feeling). 

Emotional Intelligence (EQ) 

."\-:> 
C) 

Emotional Intelligence (EQ) is one's self-lmowledge, self-awareness, sqdal 
sensitivity; empathy and ability to communicate successfully with others. 
It is a sense of timing and social appropriateness, and having the countgc 
to aclmowledge wealmesses and express and respect differences. Prior to 

the nineties, when EQ became a hot topic, it was sometime..<; described 
as right-brain capacity; as distinguished from left-brain capacity. The 
left brain was considered the more analytic, the site of linear tl1inking, I. 216



Jgc, n:asoning and logic; the right brain, the more creative, the 
F intuition, sensing and holi.stics. The key is respecting both si.des 
:xercising choice i.n developing and using their unique capacities. 
hining thinking and feeling creates better balance, judgment and 
)[ll. 

fhere has been a great deal of research suggesting that in the. long 
., emotional intelligence is a more accurate determinant of successful 
nmunications, relationships and leadership than is mental intelli
lCe. Author and EQ authority Daniel Goleman says this: 

For star performance in all jobs, in every field, emotional competence is 
twice as important as purely cognitive abilities. For success at the high
est levels, in leadership positions, emotional competence accounts for 

virtually the entire advantage .... Given that emotional competencies 
make up two-thirds or more of the ingredients of a standout perfor
mance, the data suggests that finding people who have these abilities, or 
nurturing them in existing employees, adds tremendous value to an or
ganization's bottom line. How much? In simple jobs like machine oper
ators or clerks, those in the top 1 percent with emotional competency 
were three times more productive (by value). For jobs of medium com
plexity, like sales clerks, or mechanics, a single top emotional competent 
person was twelve times more productive (by value}.8 

The theory of emotional intelligence is destabilizing to people who have 
anchored their strategy for success on sheer mental intelligence. A per
son, for example, may be a ten on a ten-point IQ scale but emotionally 
score only a two, and not know how to relate well with others. They 
may compensate for this deficiency by over-relying on their intellect 
and borrowing strength from their formal position. But in so doing, 
they often exacerbate their own weaknesses and, in their intel;'actions, 
th~ weaknesses of others as well. Then they try to intellectually rational
ize their behavior. 

Borrowing strength builds weakness
in self, in others and in relationships. 

Developing stronger emotional intelligence is one of the greatest 
challenges faced by parents and leaders at all levels of organizations. 

Spiritual Intelligence (SQ) 

The fourth intelligence is Spiritnal Intelligence (SQ). Like EQ, SQ is 
becoming more mainstream in scienti.:fi.c inquiry and philosophicaJI 
psychological discussion. Spiritual Intelligence is the central and most 
fundamental of all the intelligences because it becomes the source of 
guidance of the other three. Spiritual intelligence represents our drive 
for meaning and connection with the infinite. 

Richard Wolman, author of Thinking with Your Soul, writes of the 
"spiritual" in this way: 

By spiritual I mean the ancient and abiding human quest for connected
ness with something larger and. more trustworthy than our egos--with 
our own souls, with one another, with the worlds of history and nature, 
with the .indivisible winds of the spirit, with the mystery of being alive.9 

Spiritual intelligence also helps us discern true principles that are part of 
our conscience, which are symbolized by the compass. The compass is 
an excellent physical metaphor for principles, because it always points 
north. The key to maintaining high moral authority is to continually 
follow "true north" principles. 

y' 
\),. 

Consider this quotation by authors Danah Zohar and Ian Marshall in . Y. 
SQ; Connectmg with Our Spirit=~ l•t.Iligena" "'t 
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Unlike ((J, wbkh ccnnptrt<:rs have, and f':(), which r.:xiNts in high<:r 

mammals, S<J i:; uniqudy human and tht: mosl fi.llld:uncnn1l of the 
rhrcc. [tis lit{kcd to humanity's need ti?r meaning, :~n issue very much at 

the forefront of people's minds .... SQ is what we use to develop our 
longing and capacity for meaning, vision, and value. It allows us to 

dream and to strive. It underlies the things we believe in and the role 
our beliefs and values play in the actions we take. It is, in essence, what 
makes us human.11 

Semantics and the Superior Nature of Spiritual Intelligence 

lliere has been an enormous amount of study, observation and research 
n the area of intelligence, particularly over the last twenty years. There 
zre numerous books and an entire body of literature. Different words 
are sometimes used to describe the same things. Part of what I call spiri
tual intelligence some people may call emotional intelligence, and v.ice 
versa. I fully aclmowledge this semantics difficulty. Again, I encourage 
you, the reader, to not get hung up on word definitions but to search 
continuously for the underlying meaning. 

Howard Gardner's book on the theory of multiple intelligences, 
Frames af Mind, is a brilliant treatment of the concept of separate, yet 
overlapping, intelligences. I've also gained greatly from both Robert 
Cooper's and Daniel Goleman's work on emotional intelligence. I have 
heard their presentations in different settings and lmow that their ap
proaches are research-based and comprehensive, and include some of 
the elements I've spoken about under spiritual intelligence. 

Some books separate out visual intelligence from verbal, analytical, 
artistic, logical, creative, economic and other intelligences. I appreciate 
their contributions but again believe you can put them all under the four 
areas of body, mind, heart and spirit~the four dimensions of life. 

I'll never forget an experience in Hawaii with the Young Presidents' 
Organization. A small group of corporate presidents gathered for break-

. fast with some of the leading autliorities in the field of management and 
leadership, each of whom had written notable bestsellers and were 
widely respected and quoted. In a forum where no one was bein,g quoted 
and where there ·was a great deal of mutual respect, one of the presidents 
asked, with a real sense of humility, ''Aren't you guys basically saying the 
same thing?" To a person, they aclmowledged that they were. Each had 
his or her own semantics and definitions and often had some unique in-

sight not voiced by the others, but in terms of the most basic elements, 
they were the same. They talked more in terms of underlying principles 
than practices. 

I've really had to work hard to avoid the semantics problem myself 
and do so by always trying to look for underlying meanings. But I do be
lieve there is another dimension of intelligence that has not been treated 
in great depth elsewhere. And that is the role of spiritual intelligence in 
guiding and directing the other intelligences. In that sense, it is superior 
to the other intelligences. 

Let me share an experience that may help .make the point of spiritual 
intelligence being the highest of our capacities. I am enormously im
pressed with the work of the late Anwar Sadat, president of Egypt, in his 
efforts with former U.S. president Jimmy Carter and former Israeli 
prime minister Menachem Begin to bring about the Camp David Peace 
Accord between Israel and Egypt. 

While being given a tour of the grounds of Camp David in a golf cart 
a few years ago, I was shown, by the president of the United States, the 
exact location where that accord was signed. It was a very emotional ex
perience for me. I've come to see Sadat as a person that knew about the 

~ 
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When the history of the world and of institutions, societies, 
communities, f~lies and individuals is finally written, the 
dominant theme will be the degree to which people have lived 
not by their socialized conscience but by their divine conscience, 
That is the innate, intuitive wisdom contained in the principles 
or natural laws that are taught in all the major religions and en
during philosophies of the world. It won't l;le geopolitics, eco~ 
nomics, government, wars, social culture, art, education or 
churches. The moral or spiritual dimeJ:!.sion-how true people 
and institutions are to universal, timeless pri;nciples of right and 
wrong-will he the overarching and underlying supreme govern
ingforce. 

space between stimulus and response. He developed enormous space as 
a young man while in solitary confinement in cell 54 of the Cairo central 
prison. Just sense the depth of that understanding reflected in his words: 

He who cannot change the very fabric of his thought will never be able 
to change reality, and will never, therefore, make any progress. 1~ 

Before his shift in perspective concerning Israel, Sadat had become an 
enormously popular president, deeply devoted to the Arab cause. He 
went around Egypt giving political speeches about how he would never 
shake the hand of an Israeli as long as they occupied one inch of Arab 
sgil, shouting "Never! Never! Never!" The enormous crowds of people 
would shout back, "Never! Never! Never!" 

We invited Sadat's wife, Madame J ehan Sadat, to be the keynote 
speaker at our International Symposium. I had the privilege of having 
lunch with her. I asked her what it was like living with Anwar Sadat
particularly at the time he made the bold peace initiative of going to the 
Knesset in] erusalem, a move that culiD.inatedin the Camp David Accord. 

She said she had a hard time believing his change of heart, partic
ularly after all he'd been doing and saying. Heres my p:u-aphrasing of 
what she recounted: 

Confronting him direcdy in their living quarters of the palace, she 
asked him, "I understand you are thinking abo-ut going to Israel. Is this 
correct?" 

{<Yes." 
"f-low could you possibly do this after all you have' been saying?" 
"I was wrong, and this is the right thing to do." 
"You wiU lose the leadership and support of the Arab world." 
"I suppose that could happen; but I dol).'t think it will." 
"You will lose the presidency of your country." 
"That, too, could happen." 
''You'll lose your life." (And, as we know, he did, to an assassin's 

bullet.) 
He responded, "My life is ordained. It will not be one minute longer 

or one minute shorter than it was ordained to be." 
She embrac.ed him and said he was the greatest person she had ever 

known. 
Then I asked her what it was like when he returned from Israel. She 

said it normally takes thirty minutes to travel from the airport to the 
palace. That day it took over three hours. The highways and streets 
were thronged with hundreds of thousands of people, cheering Sadat in 
enthusiastic support of what he was doing-the same people who just 
one week earlier had been.cheering for the exact opposite approach. He 
was doing what was right, and they knew it. Spiritual intelligence is a 
higher endowment than emotional intelligence. They recognized that 
you cannot think and live independendy in an interdependent world. 

Sadat had subordinated his ego and EQ (social sensitivity, empathy 
and social skills) to his SQ (conscience), and the results resonated 
through the whole world. The leadership of his spiritual intelligence el.
evated his other intelligences, and he became a person of tremendous 
moral authority. 

This pathway to moral authority, personal fulfillment and influence 
for good is not the realin of great world leaders alone. The potential for 
simple, great, quiet moral authority lies within each one of us. 

<-:-;_..7 

DEVELOPING THE 4 INTELLIGENCES/CAPACITIES 

Because these four dimensions of life obviously overlap, you really can't ~ 
·work exclusively on any one without touching directly or indirectly on 
the others. Developing and using these intelligences will instill within ~ 
you quiet confidence, internal strength and security, the ability to be si- i 
multaneously cour.ageous and considerate, and personal moral author- · 
ity. In many ways, yDur efforts to develop these intelligences w111 ~ 
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~rol:(mndly impact your ability to intlucnce others and in!ipi•·e them to 
ind their voice. 

To assist you in further developing your four native intelligences, I 
have prepared·an action guide in the back of the book that will provide 
you with several well-founded, practical ways to develop each of the in
telligences. It is called Appendix 1: Developing the 4 Intelligences/ 
Capacities-A Practical Guide to Action and can be found on page 3 31·. 
Though you may find some of it to be simple common sense, remem
ber, common sense is not common practice, and I guarantee that if you 
will focus your efforts in these areas, you" will find th<lt great peace and 
power will come into your life. 

I have also found that by making four simple assumptions in our lives 
we can immediately begin leading a more balanced, integrated, power
ful life. They are simple-one for each part of our nature-but I prom
ise you that if you do them consistently, you will find a new wellspring of 
strength and integrity to draw on when you need it most. 

1. For the body-assume you've had a heart attack; now .live ac
cordingly. 

2. For the mind-assume the half-life of your profession is two 
years; now prepare accordingly. 

3. For the heart-assume everything you say about another, they 
can overhear; now speak accordingly. 

4. For the spirit-assume you have a one-on-one visit with your 
Creator every quarter; now live accordingly. 

u.,_u Elementary 

'When in life can we start e ping the moral authority and inner 
strength that flow from the four man intelligences? I'll illustrate with 
a film that you've got to see. It i e story of a woman who is principal 
of A.B. Combs Elementary Sch 1 (K.-5) in Raleigh~ North Carolina-a 
magnet school with a mission produce leaders for society. It shows 

in~ perhaps, her finest hour, b41ff''SJs~ there will be tn~IHY mm·c tn 
fltturc. 

=. Hut before you watch it, let me fi st ask d1is one question: When i11 
; the best time to learn d1e. software at enables you to fmd your vokd 
· }\Mhen in one's lifetime is the best e to get d1e cultural ovcrh1y, the.~ 
£_itoftware, to be completely in ha ony with our "hardwired''- gilh? I 

/ .: ~:hink we would all agree it is in o childhood-primarily, in our early 
·;home life. But what if people hav bad early home lives and learn the 

/:software of victimism, scarcity, an e metastasizing cancers of com pet
.. :.ing·, complaining, contending, co paring and criticizing. Could one's 
.. : fb!ll'iy home life take place at sch 1? Could a teacher or a school ad-

·::.:· .. ·m.inistrator become a surrogate 
·· .. ·dysftmctionality of the home 
·.~ ·pressionable and innocent and 

Better still, what if you uld get a partnership between home 
and school so that there is con ual reinforcement and alignment from 
both sides at all times with e child? Can you imagine the result if 
the software and the hardw e were aligned during those :first few 0 
years of childhood-the kind of people it would produce and the kind . 0 
of achievements that would ow from their characters and compe- ·\n 

. . ? . 
tencres. . ~ 

In its very low productio quality, the film you are about to see is ~ 
more like a home movie than professionally produced film. It is about 
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In your business dealings, you know those who are hone..'lt with you 
md who keep their promises and commitments. You al~o know exactly 
those who are duplicitous, deceitful and dishonest. Even when you 
reach a legal contract agreement with those who are dishonest, do you 
really trust they'll come through and keep their word? 

It's conscience that constantly tells us the value of both ends and 
means and how they are inseparable. But it's ego that tells us that the 
end justifies the means, unaware that a worthy end can never be accom
plished with an unworthy means. It may appear that you can, but there 
are unintended consequences that are not seen or evident at first that 
will eventually. destroy the end. For instance, you can yell at your kids to 
clean their rooms, and if your end is to have a clean room, you'll accom
plish just that. But I guarantee you that not only will the means nega
tively affect the relationships but the. room won't stay cbm when you 
' -·- ~.,..,.., ftw ::1 few days. 

Hxprc.~r Your Voic:'' Ht 

G'tmsdence profoundly alters vision, discipline and passion by introducing us 
}tt,to the world of relationships. It )noves us from an independent to an in
::t~nlependent state. When this happens, everything is altered. You real

that vision and values must be shared before people will he willing to 
the institutionalized discipline of structures and systems that em-

those shared values~ Such shared vision creates discipline and or
without demanding them. Conscience often provides the why, vision 

what you're trying to accomplish, discipline represents how 
're going to accomplish it, and passion represents the strength of 

!li!J~~ings behind the why, the what, and the how. 

TRANSFORMS passion into ~passio~ It engenders sincere 
for others, a combination of ho sympathy and empathy, where 

pain is shared and received. Compassion is the interdependent 
l?!:ession of passion. Guideposts contributor JoAnn C. Jones related an 
l)erience in whkh her university professor taught her to live and learn 
the guidance of her conscience: 

.. ·.!Juring my second month of nursing school, our professor gave us a pop quiz. 
·.- a conscientious student and had breezed through the questiom, until I read 

hlst one: What is the first name of the woman who cleam the school? 
·:·Surely this was some kind of joke. I had seen the cleaning woman sevc:rctl 

She was tall, dm·k-lu:iired and in her fifties, but how would I I(!Wtll h(:r 
l handed in my papet; leaving the last question blank. 

·J1tifore the class ended, one student asked if the last question would count to· 

ow· quiz grade. "Absolutely," said the professor. "In your ca1·eers you will 
many people. All are significant. They deserve your attention and cure, 

if'(l.({ you do i.l" .wnite and say hello." 
· · ·;·, l't){! twverfm:f{otten that lesson. I also lca.med her name was Dorothy. 11 

.: .. ' Wbc!'N {WQ[Ile st·tit;e ta tive ~y tbeh· o·onrd£rttce, it fwodttces intep;ri~'Y atul peace 
·f.if'mlnd. ( ;cnmtn .. bot·n Pn.:!'lbytel'ian minister and motivational spenkel'l 
. ' 

)C) 
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1.~8 THE 8nr HABIT 

THE ATTITUDE OF INFLUENCE 

The habit of responding to the inner desire to make a difference, to 
matter, to extend our influence to the people and causes we most value 
all begins with a mind~set or ATTlTUDE, a choice-the choice to use 
the voice of influence. 

WHEN I TEACH the principles you find in this book, I like to open up for 
questions either privately or from the audience throughout the day. 
Inevitably, someone will raise their hand and say something like this: 
"Dr. Covey, these principles are great. I believe them. How I Wl,Ult to 
live them! But you have no idea what it~ like to work in an organization 
like mine. If you had a boss like my boss you would understand that 
there~ no way I could ever pull off what you're talking about. What do I 
do?" You can just see their thinking. They see only two alternatives. 
"My boss is a j.erk and he's never going to change. I can either quit 
(which I can't afford to do) or I do the best I can and just live with it." 

When I teach how these principles apply to marriage and family, I 
have women come up to me and essentially say. the. same thing about 
their husbands, and husbands say the same about their wives: "If you 
only knew what my husband is like you'd know what I mean. There's no 
way this will work." Again, two alternatives: leave or just bear with it as 
long as I can. 

How easy it is for people to think and feel, "I'm a victim; I've tried 
everything; there's nothing more I can do; I'm stuck." They're frus
trated and miserable but don't see any other option. 

My response to their question usually shocks them a little. I can see 
by their widening'eyes that some are even offended to begin with. This 
is what I say: 

. "Anytime you think the problem is out then!, that very thought ir the. 
problem" 

"So you're implying that this is my problem?" snmc reply. 
"What f'm trying to say is th:ll" !lny time you Wl'llp your t•motionnl IU(;! 

The Voice of Influence I~') 

freedom to that person and give them permission to continue to mess 
up your life." Your past holds your future hostage. 

Obviously, this is a relationship problem, but until people have f(lUnd 

their own voice, there is no way they will have the maturity, inner secu
rity or character strength to apply the principle-centered solution with 
the "jerk" boss. Or it could be that they have the inner strength bul 
haven't yet developed the skills that come from patience and persistent 
practice. 

The continued interaction during teaching is usually very sobering 
to them, but eventually we come to the point that they recognize they 
are not a victim-that they can choose their response to the other 
person's behavior. Society so manufactures and reinforces the mind-set 
of victimism and blame. But you and I have the power to use our birth
gifts to become the creative force of our own lives and to choose an 
approach that will increase our influence in an organization. We can be
come the leader of our own boss. 

THE GREEK PHILOSOPHY OF INFLUENCE 

· · , The Greek philosophy of influence called ethos, pathos, logos, is an excel
. lent summary of the process of increasing your influence (see figure 7.2 ). 

Ethos basically means your ethical nature, your personal credibility1 

: the amount of trust or confidence others have in your integrity and 
competency. When people consistently come through in a principle~ 

-......... fl:tt•--· 

6: 
~ 

Seek first to understand ~·~ 

~ 
I 

Thou to bo und<Jrstood 
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centered way 01.1 those things they have promi..'led and wh~It is expected 
of them, they have ed1.os. SQ. 

Pathos is empathy-it's the feeling side. It means that you understand 
how another person feels, what his needs are, how she sees things, and 
what he is trying to communicate-and she feels it. EQ. 

Logos basically stands for logic. It has to do with the power and per
suasion of your own presentation, your own thinking. IQ. 

The sequence, of course, is supremely important. To move to logos 
before people feel understood is futile; to try to create understanding 
when there is no faith in your character is likewise futile. 

ONE TIME I was teaching a Tw. r011'p.-a group of twenty profes-
sional insurance general agen gather together every quarter in 
a learning forum for an idea excha ge. For two years I was their re
source person. One January in our eeting they were all complaining 
and murmuring about the lousy tr ; · and development program in 
the company. And the straw that bro the camel's back took place j17St 
before Christmas at the big intern' "onal awards ceremony held in 
Hawaii, where part of the time was· s nt in tr~g. The training in
volved no idea exchange or learning m one another. At best it was an 
expensive and impressive laser show. ey complained that this was typ
ical of the training they received and at it was essentially short-lived 
and useless. 

I asked them why they didn't ch 
that's not our role; we're not in charg 
copping out, that they could change 
the mind to. They were among the 
company and had enormous credibili 
anyone in the company they chose. I 
sentation to the decision-makers and 
ing the decision-makers' point of vie 
they could themselves-including 
making changes to ,the. traiiiing pro 
annual celebrations. The goals woUld 
til the executives felt so deeply unders 
to the logos, or logic, of the agents' rec 

So they sent two representatives t; 
CEO but also the person in charge o 

ge it. They responded, "Well, 
of that." I told them they were 
.e training program if they had 
'P general agents in the entire 

, or ethos. They could visit with 
ncouraged them to make a pre-
make sure to begin by describ

(patbos) as well as or better than 
their potential concerns about 

and beautifully orchestrated 
e to describe these concerns un
od that they would then be open 

.endations. 
see not only the president and 
aining and development. They 

Th,• !loice c{fnjluctJC'C' 
dt 

·.ittlowed for whatever titne they ·d~to describe the company's np·· 
proach and the reasons for it, as w I as the economic, political :t(ltl c:\11 • 

:tural struggles of making a chan '. They continued this dc:Kripdon 
until it was obvi~us that the decisi -n1akers felt deeply \mdcrsto(,d. t\N 
soon as they felt understood, the became very open to innucnn:. (tht• 

key to influence is always to firs.' e influenced, that i.s to f1rst be opt'!\ 

: tl.nd seek. understanding). They : rally asked for the recommerHlntiolls 
·, of these two general agents, w gave not only the recommeml~1tions 
'. but also a plan of action that d t with all the economic, political and 

cultural realities they had descr ed before. 
The decision-makers were wn away. Even though d1e recommen-

. · dation was to start off by d · gning a pilot program, the decision-

. tnakers instandy made it a co any-wide program. 
. When we had our next uarterly meeting, they told me what 
: happened. So I said, "Now at do y<?u want to take on-what other 
::stupid thing is going on in th company that you'd like to see changed?" 
:·This Twenty Group was lit ally amazed at how they had empowered 

themselves-how their initi ·ve and courage and empathy had paid off. 
ceased moaning, co laining and murmuring, and started tak

·ing more and more respo ility. While continuing to plow d1eir own 
.·.small :fields, they surveyed 1 ge fields and saw things in a larger context. 
.·.They saw the top decisio makers as human beings who were strug;
, ,gling just as they were, w needed models rather than critics, needed 

sources of light rather th sources of judgment. 
This story clearly illus ates the inside-out approach and its powet'. 

Rememb.ei;. that eveiy tim you think the p~oblem is out d1ere, tbrJ.t very 

.· thought is the problem. 
Hopefully you can de 

thy, by building ethos, by 
within your ability to inft 

. situation. Again, by do· 
·:: boss. That is, while the b 

· authority and power to · · 

ly see how, by exercising initiative and empa
ocusing and working on those things that art\ 
nee, you can become a change catalyst in any 
so, you literally become d1.e leader of your 

ss may have formal authority, you have moral 

~ 
1 A TRIM-TAB ~ ct\f 

I undei·stand that the ~mazing paradigm shifter Buckminster Fuller~ 
chose to put dtis epitaph on his tomBstone: "Just A 'T'rirn-'l;J.b." A trim-
tnb ~m n boat ur phlnc is tht: small rudder that turns the big rudder tlutt 
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Chapter 8 

THE VOICE OF 
TRUSTWORTHINESS-
MODELING CHARACTER 
AND COMPETENCE 

The supreme qual£ty for leadership is unquestionably integrity. With
out it, no real success is possible no matter whether it is on a section 
gang, a football field, in an army, or in an office. 

DWIGHT DAVID ETSENHOWER 

Figure 8.1 
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S oMg TLMEAGO l was asked to consu.lt For :1 bank that was having a 

problem with einployee morale. "f don't know what's wrong," be
moaned their young president. Bright and charismatic, he'd risen 

through the ranks only to see his institution faltering. Productivity and 
profits were down. He blamed his employees. "No matter what incen
tives I provide," he said, "they won't shake off this gloom and doom." 

He was right. The atmosphere seemed poisoned with suspicion and 
lack of trust. For two months I ran workshops, but nothing helped. I was 
stumped. . 

"How can anyone trust what's happening here?" was a typical em
ployee refrain. But no one would tell me the source of the distrust. 

Finally, in more casual conversations, the truth emerged. The boss, 
··. who was married, was having an affair with an employee. And everyone 

knew it. 
It was obvious now that the company's poor performance was caused 

by his conduct. But the greatest damage this man was doing was to him
self. He was thinking only of his own gratification, disregarding long
term consequences. Moreover, he had violated a sacred trust with his 
wife. 

In a word, his failing was qne of character. 

90 percent of all leadership failures are character failures. 

Just as trust is the key to all relationships, so also is trust the glue of 
organizations. 'It is the cement that holds the bricks together. I have also 
learned that trust is the fruit of the trust:worthiness of both people and organi
zations. Trust comes from three sources: the personal, the institutional, 
and one person consciously choosing to give it to another-an act that 
~eads me to feel your belief that I can add value. You give me trust and f 
return it. Trust is a verb AND a noun. When it's both a verb and a noun, 
it's something shared and reciprocated between people. That is the 
essence of how a person becomes the leader of their boss. They merit 

· trust by giving it. Trust the verb comes from the potential trustworthi
ness of the one recdving the trust and the clear trustworthiness of the_"-' 
one giving tl;!.e trust. The fourth role-Empowering-embodies making 0 
trust a verb. ~J 

.:· ~ 
,.. .... , \ 
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